NADIR   SHAH
to the Lazgis fell into the Georgians' hands,1 Nadir was highly gratified
at this additional success, and rewarded his Georgian allies by granting
Kartli to Taimuraz and Kakheti to his son,2
From Gori Nadir set out for Qars, and camped just south of that
fortress at the end of May. The Turkish garrison, which consisted of
picked troops, strove hard to dislodge the Persian forces, but they met with
a repulse after several hours of severe fighting,3 The Persians then moved
nearer to the fortress, round which they constructed fortifications ; for a
month 4,000 workmen whom Nadir had brought from Tiflis endeavoured
to divert the stream from which Qars obtained its water supply, but the
Turks frustrated this design.4 Almost continual skirmishing went on until,
on the 24th August, a battle was fought, but the result was indecisive.5
In his customary manner, Nadir had for some time been making
peace proposals to the Sarcaskar, who refused to respond until after the
above-mentioned battle. Ahmad Efendi Kesrieli, one of the envoys from
Qars, persuaded the Shah to treat direct with the Sultan (probably because
the Sar'askar had not been authorised to negotiate), and, in company
with some other Turkish delegates, conveyed Nadir's peace proposals
to Constantinople,8 Notwithstanding this arrangement, Nadir continued
the siege of Qars with vigour until the cold weather heralding the approach
of winter compelled him to raise the siege on the 9th October.7
While this siege was in progress, an envoy from Muhammad Shah
reached Constantinople bearing a letter for the Sultan with the suggestion
that the two countries should enter into an alliance against Persia. The
Sultan, in reply, merely gave the Emperor vague assurances of friendship,8
On leaving Qars, Nadir marched to the Arpa Chai and thence to Akhal-
Kalaki ; from here he sent out raiding parties into the Turkish district
of Akhal-Tsikh^,9 In the meanwhile, winter quarters were being prepared
for his army at Barda'a, and on the 6th December he reached that place.10
1 Mu^ainmad Kazim states (N.N., p. 268) that the Turks were taking presents to the Usmi
A^mad Khan, Surkhaf s son Muhammad, and the chiefs of the Avars and the Tabarsaran
tribes, in order to induce them to join Safi Mirza.
 *	TJT., p. 251 ; N.N., p. 268 ; Vakhusht, in H. de la G., Vol. II, Part I, p. 198.
 *	Von Hammer, Vol. XV, p. 82 ; it is impossible to reconcile completely the version given in
the T.tf. (p. 252).	*      J
4 Papouna Orbdian, in H* de la G.t Vol. II, Part II, p. 89 ; see also von Hammer, Vol. XV, p. 86*
*	Von Hammer, Vol. XV, p. 83 (on the authority of the Turkish historian Izzi) ; Mirza Mahdi
does not mention this engagement.
« JWd., Vol. XV, pp. 83 and 84 ; this authority states that the murmurings of the garrison and
the intrigues of Kesrieli induced the Sar'askar to negotiate.
'2Wi.fVoLXVf p. 86; T.N., 0,252.
*	Ibid,, Vol. XV, p. 87.   Von Hammer considers that this Indian mission may have been the
result of one of BonnevaTs intrigues, as he had, some three years before, suggested to the
French Ambassador at Constantinople the advisability of arranging for an alliance between
India and Turkey against Persia.
Orbelian, H. d* la G,t Vol. II, Part II, p. 91, see also the T.N.& 252,
T.N., p, 252.

